tradition instantiated by novels can be seen as on a continuum with such twentieth-century movements as 'high' modernism and surrealism.
If twentieth-century British modernism's indebtedness to fin-de-siècle popular genres such as the Gothic has been overlooked by critics, it is not surprising that those twentieth-century authors whose work best exemplifies the Gothic tendencies of modernism should be neglected as well. One such author is William Hope Hodgson, whose fiction and poetry (excepting posthumous publications) first appeared between 1904 and 1918, when he was killed in the Great War. Hodgson's novels and short stories experiment with a variety of anti-realist and innovative narrative techniques, and work relentlessly to fracture traditional constructions of human identity. A thorough post-Darwinian, Hodgson deploys evolutionism within the framework of Gothic Horror in order to imagine a startling variety of monstrosities; of particular interest are his posthuman subjects -admixed and metamorphic entities that Hodgson would refer to as 'Ab-humans' -conceived as species hybrids, abominations of a natural evolutionary process or the products of human degeneration. Novels like The Boats of the Glen Carrig (1907), The House on the Borderland (1908) and The Night Land (1912), 1 designed to multiply and elaborate rather than contain the possibility of a chaotic, fluctuable abhuman identity, are themselves chaotic in structure, marked by narrative discontinuity and confusion, bizarre anachronism of language and syntax, and the predominance of atmosphere and affect over narrative logic. In this essay I will focus especially on The Night Land, which splits its narrator-protagonist into two (the frame narrator, a seventeenthcentury gentleman, 'dreams' the experiences of his reincarnated self) to imagine a far-distant future in which a dwindling population of 'proper' humans struggles to survive the heat-death of the sun and the long twilight of the Earth while under threat from both sinister supernatural 'Forces' and 'mighty and lost races of terrible creatures, half men and half beast ' (p. 328) . These 'Lower Men-Brutes', who are 'fathered of bestial humans and mothered of monster ' (pp. 331, 329) , are the products of human dissoluteness and degeneration. Here The Night Land is indebted to such fin-de-siècle predecessors as Wells's The Time Machine (1895) and Dracula, which also link degeneration to the production of monstrosity; at the same time, the novel anticipates the fascistic tendencies of certain later modernist texts by suggesting that the slide towards degeneracy may be checked by stern militarism, totalitarian government, and the rigidification of gender roles. This is only a tendency: the novel's sometimes hysterical affirmation of a restabilised
